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With the goal of creating a remote, state sensing system, we pursued the route of 
utilizing CSI (Channel State Information). CSI is the data that accompanies certain 
types of WiFi packets, often referred to as the ‘preamble’. The preamble data, on a 
very basic level, describes how the signal wave propagated through the air. Using the 
pairs of data collected throughout its traversal, there can be observations made 
about the wave’s path of travel and any potential obstructions.

Obviously, this data is not a perfect descriptor and in any way accurate, by itself. For 
these reasons, we utilized a machine learning model known as KNN (K - Nearest 
Neighbors), to better classify and predict the surroundings based off of multiple sets 
of data.

Methods Tested

● sklearn package
● KNN (Uniform & 

Weighted)
● Decision Trees
● Random Forest
● XGBoost

Machine Learning Summary:

We began our machine learning by using K-nearest 
neighbor. We believed this was a fairly simple, yet 
sensible place to start. We were drawn to KNN 
because of its classification abilities and the fact that it 
is a supervised algorithm. During our initial tests, we 
used data points for a door opened 0° (closed) and 90° 
only. A default KNN algorithm from the SKLearn 
Python package was able to distinguish between the 
two with greater than 99% accuracy. Next, we gave 
the algorithm data points for a door opened between 
0° (closed) and 90° in 15° increments (i.e., 0°, 15°, 30°, 
etc.) and asked it to distinguish between the seven 
different readings. The algorithm was only about 40% 
accurate at this, but we then decided that a more 
accurate test of its ability would be to distinguish 
simply between opened 0° (closed) and NOT opened 
0° (open). Using the same dataset, but with the new 
parameters, the KNN algorithm was about 80% 
accurate. This was not as accurate as we were hoping 
and so we tried the other algorithms listed above.

Out of the algorithms listed above, the most accurate 
of the group when performing the 0° and NOT 0° 
classification was the Random Forest algorithm with 
the statistics for 50 runs shown above. These numbers 
are without deep parameter optimization and could 
most likely be improved given more time. Some 
parameters that we did attempt to optimize were the 
number of estimators, the minimum samples for a 
leaf, and the minimum samples for a split. Running 
optimization for a considerable amount of time 
(hours) yielded no significant improvements in 
accuracy.

With the goal of improving system reliability, the concept of 
active sensing was introduced. This circuit (shown above) uses 
a microcontroller and a pushbutton switch to determine when 
a door is open or shut. This information is highly reliable and 
can be transmitted wirelessly to the same base station as the 
CSI depends on. This system is referred to as the “active sensing” 
system, because the components on the door require power to operate. 
The CSI system and the active system work in tandem to make the whole system more reliable.

Power for this circuit cannot be sourced from a battery or conventional wall power, as specified by 
our client. We decided to take advantage of RF power via a Powercast P2110B. This chip converts 
RF power broadcast from the base station into DC power, providing about 50mA at 5V peak. This 
is less than sufficient to supply the necessary power when broadcasting the door state signal, but 
more than enough to supply the circuit while not transmitting. Therefore, a supercapacitor is 
introduced to act as a charge resevoir to supply the extra current at peak load. The system with 
the capacitor installed takes about 76 seconds to charge to operational levels, and is 99% charged 
over the course of 7 minutes. Should power be interrupted, the capacitor can keep the system 
operational for 3.8 minutes for extra reliability.

Testing
● 15° angle changes

○ From 15° to 90°.
● Compared every open angle to 0°.
● This allowed us to examine the 

performance as the door shut.

Results
● Random Forest was optimal.
● Highest accuracy along with 

recall.
● Above 60° there were no 

distinguishable differences.

Future Changes

● Better training with 
smaller data sets

● Balance number of 
degree readings for 
training sets

● Work on improving 
recall metric

Gathering CSI Frames
● Two ESP32 microcontrollers

○ One access point & one client
○ Send and receive CSI frames

● Frames go to Raspberry Pi
○ Frames are placed into JSONs

● The JSON files of CSI data are sent 
to the server for processing

What is CSI?
● Channel State Information
● A type of data that accompanies WiFi packets
● Thought of as a ‘preamble’
● This data describes how the signal wave 

propagates through the air
● We use it to make observations about the 

wave’s path of travel

Figure 4: Circuit Schematic

Figure 6: Logic Flow

Figure 2: Circuit Schematic

Figure 3: Average Random Forest Statistics
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Figure 1: CSI Propagation & Use

Manipulating CSI Frames
● Not all of the information we 

collected was needed
● The CSI frame includes:

○ Channel
○ Packet information
○ Sub-carrier Index
○ Total bytes

●  We only cared about the 
Sub-carrier Index 
○ This is where the data is

● CSI data gets turned into 
amplitude & phase angle 

● Used for ML

Microcontroller
● ATTiny
● Chosen for small profile and low 

power consumption
● Easily programmed in Arduino API
● High clock speed allows a variety of 

transmission band options

Technical Details
● No battery or external power
● RF to DC converter supplies powerand 

charges the capacitor while the system 
is in low power mode (when not 
transmitting)

● Super capacitor supplies current during 
peak load (when transmitting)

● Button triggers transmission when its 
state changes

Operation
● The device collects RF power and 

charges the capacitor
● Once charged enough, the ATTiny will 

boot and enter low power mode
● Once the button changes state, an 

interrupt will wake the ATTiny and 
send a status signal to the base 
station that the door has 
opened/closed

● The device returns to low power mode

Intended Use
● Determining the state of 

a door in an average 
home environment

Project Resources
● 1.5F Supercapacitor
● ATTiny microcontrollers
● ECE Server Space
● Personal Computers

○ Used for model 
training

Requirements
● A prototype of the RF circuit will be 

created
○ Supercapcitor charged by an RF 

harvesting antenna
○ Door state transmitted to RasPi

● CSI frame collection will be 
autonomous

● A prototype of the CSI modeling use 
will be created
○ Classification model will predict 

within one second
○ Classification model accuracy will 

not drop below 90% while 
maximizing recall score

● The system must accurately report 
door status 95% of the time

Problem Statement
Design a door monitoring security 
system that requires no wiring to 

or batteries on the door.

Testing
● Functional testing to verify operation

○ LED used for quick and easy 
diagnostics

● Parameter testing
○ Current draw (low power mode)
○ Current draw (while transmitting)
○ Rate of capacitor discharge
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Figure 5: Implemented Circuit


